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Target fragment angular distributions from the interaction of 

3.0 GeV and 12.0 GeV 1 ~ with 197Au and 238U 

Y. Morita, W. Loveland~ P.L.McGaughey, and G.T.Seaborg 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, 

California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

Target fragment angular distributions have been measured using ra

dioanalytical techniques for the interaction of 3.0 and 12.0 GeV "12C with 

197Au and 238 U. For the reactJon of 3.0 GeV 12C ions with 1 ' 7Au and 238 U9 angu

lar distributions were obtained for eight different target fragments 

(89SAi155), and seven different target fragments (43~Ai149), respectively. In 

the interaction of 12.0 GeV 1 2C with 197 Au and 238 U, the angular distributions 

of six different target fragments {43~A~155) from each target were m~asured. 

All the fragments observed from 19 7 Au target fragmentation show forward peaked 

angular distributions; from 238U target fragmentation 9 typical neutron-rich 

fission fragment nuclides show isotropic distributions in the laboratory sys

tem while tlle ,rest of the fragme.nts show forwa-rd peaked distributions simn ar 

to thos'e obs1!.rved in 19 ~Au targ.et fr.agmentation.. The obs·erved angular di stri

buttons -are ·consist-ent ;wfth the ·valu.es of prev1ous1y measured -F/B ratios and 

.are -compared "with 'predictions of the ·intranuclear cascade model. The measured 

-angular :distrib.uttons ;are :used to test the validifty of two ·step vector model 

:of ·nigh ·e·ne~gy .'r~eacttons. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite extensive studies of high energy heavy ion reactions, no clear 

understanding of the reaction mechanisms exists. ·This description is especial

ly applicable to target fragme.ntation reactions, i.e., reactions in which the 

initial- projectile-target interaction produces relatively large fragments of 

the original target nuclei ,ranging in mass number from A=24 up t,o the target 

mass number. Numerous theoretica·l models for the interactions have been pro

,posed -~ ,2,3 and have :been compared to experimental data 4,'5 ' 6 characterizing 

ta:rget Jr.agmentati'o:n. ·.Mode.st succe:s:s is achieved in predicting the yields of 

fragments of ,d1ffering Z .and :A .. , but the recoil energy and spatial distribution 

.,of ·the (fragments are :pobrly described. Because of the importance of the frag-

:men.t .an,gtilar distri:bution·s ln .defi:nlng the .opera-ting reaction mechani'sm·s, and 

:'be·tause ·:pr:evlous 'ex:pe:ri:menta1 :'s·tudles ·:of 'the k·:inemattcs 'O'f heavy lon-i·nduced 

~ '-- -. . .. . ' . ' ' ... :5 J, .8 ' .. . ... .• .. . .. - ' . .. . . . ' . ' . tar:,get ·fr.agment:a:ti;on ~ · '. ha·ve only ,,nvol ved measurem.ents of FIB, -a crude 

:r•ange•:w.eigtfte(hmea·sure ··o'f ·'the 'eXtent ·of "f.o•r,wa,rd ~peaktng :of the -a~ngular dtstri

,:but=hms, ;We thought "it to ,be .:of ·Htterest t-o di rectl.Y measure the tar.g.et frag-
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ment angular distributions for relativistic heavy ion (RHI} reactions. In 

this paper, we report the first such measurements for relativistic nucleus

nucleus collisions. 

The results were obtained from the interaction of a "sub-relativistic• 

heavy ion, 3.0 GeV 12 C, and a relativistic heavy ion, 12.0 GeV 12C, with a 

very fissionable target nuclide, 238U, and a much less fissionable heavy nu

clide, 197Au. Because of the extremely low intensity of the projectile beams 

(< 10! 0 particles/minute) from the LBL Bevalac where this study was carried 

out, we were able to measure only crude four-point angular distributions for 

eight product nuclides fr001 the interaction of 3. 0 GeV 1 t + 19 7Au, seven from 

3.0 GeV 1 :t + 23 \1, six from 12.0 GeV 1 t + 197Au and six from 12.0 GeV 1 1: + 

Nonetheless, certain interesting physical insights can be obtained from exa

mining the results of these measurements. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The major barrier to the measurement of target fragment angular distribu-

tions at the LBL Bevalac is the relatively low beam intensities •. For the 

measurements described herein, 197Au and 238U target assemblies were placed behind 

one another in an evacuated beam tube ( fi-3X10 -
2 torr}. The attenuation and 

scattering ,of the beam in passing through the thin targets and catcher assem

tili es we,re negligfbl e.. .No corrections were made for the effect of secondary 

.pa.rti:c.le :induced reactions. The total particle fl uence for the 3.0 GeV 1 2C 

bombardment was 8.39 Xl013 cpa·rticles delivered over a time Of 1605 minutes, 

'hi'l f1 1 2 1 2 . w ·. · e the · uence for the 12.0 G.eV C bombardment was 9. 07 x 10 · particles 

over a time peri.od of ,687 minutes. The Bevalac beam diameter during these i r

radi.ations 'Was lar:ger than the area of the ta·rget, resulting in a uniform ex-
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posure of the entire target area. To overcome the problem of low beam inten

sity, special target-catcher assemblies were employed as shown in Fig.l. Each 

assembly consisted of 17 identical target foils, each surrounded by a conical 

catcher foil assembly in which the fragments recoiling from the target were 

stopped. Each 238 U target foil consisted of a 12.8 mg/cm2 Al foil onto which a 

circular spot (1.59 em diameter) of UF4 of thickness 1.25 mg/cm2 had been eva-
197 

porated. Each Au target consisted of 34.4 mg/cm ~lar foil with a similar 

circular spot of evaporated Au of thickness 1.00 mg/cm2
• Each catcher was a 

cone of height 0.84 em and with a radius at the base of 3.86 em. The catcher 

assemblies were constructed of Mylar of thickness 7.32mg/cm2 ; like the target 

backing foils, these catchers should have been sufficiently thick to stop the 

recoiling target fragments.5,8, 9,lO After irradiation, each conical catcher 

foil was cut into four pieces, corresponding to angular ranges of 0°-30~ 30° 

-50~ 50°- 70°and 70°-90~ w·ith respect to the beam direction through the center 

of the e.va·porated ta.rget. Catcher foils correspond·ing to the same angular 

range from each of the 17 targets were combined and counted as a single sample 

using a Ge( Li) detector. Ganma-ray spect.roscopic techniques that have been 

generally described elsewhere11 , were used to assay the relative amounts of 

different radionucl ides present in each foil. 

rhe detennination of the effective solid angle subtended by each catcher 

foil., the correction for fragment absorption and scattering i.n the relatively 

thic'k target., and .the .correction for ·Widely di ffertng counting efficienci.es 

due to the extended count1ng sources produced in thi.s work were complex 

matters. :F:trst, the :rela·the solid angles ·subtended by the ·vari·ous catcher 

c·o·nic ·sections with respe.ct ·to the ·extended area of circular targets were nu

'merically evaluated. .As part .of thi.s :procedure", the ave.r.age recofl angles of 
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the fragments stopped in the different catcher foil sections were evaluated. 

The average angles corresponding to the four pieces of conical catcher were 

22 • 7: 33 .1 : 44 • 3~ and 73 • ao. 

The next step involved the use of a single identical 238 UF4 target-catcher 

assembly to measure the fission fragment angular distribution from the 43.0 

MeV helium-ion -induced fission of 23 ~. During this bombardment, the helium 

ion beam from the LBL 88-inch cyclotron was defocused to uniformly irradiate 
238 

the entire 1.6 em diameter U target, thus simulating the conditions present in 

the Bevalac experiments. The relative activities of typical fission products 

in the four pieces of the conical catcher assembly were assayed using the same 

counting geometry and techniques as employed in the Bevalac experiments. Re

lative values of the differential cross sections, dcr /d rt(e), were calculated 

for each fission fragment radionuclide using the measured activities and the 

numerically calculated solid angles. The values of dcr /dn (e) for the dif

ferent nuclides were then averaged and compared to the known gross fission 

fragment angular distribution, 12 for this reaction. This comparison was used 

to generate a set of correction factors for the effects of extended counting 

sources and ftssfon fragment absorption in the target material. The correc-

tion factors obtained from this calibration were 1.00, 1.03, 1.04, 1.44 for 
0 

the different catcher foils corresponding to the average angles 22.7, 33.1~ 

44.3: 73.8: respectively . 

Strictly speaking, this calibration procedure should be only valid for 

fragments fron the he111J11-ion-induced fission -of 238
U. Howevrer, since the 

fragments fran RH1-induced fi.s.sion are ·thought to have ene.rgtes similar ·to 

those of fragments from low energy hel fum-ion-induced fission, -our calibration 

procedure should be adequate for fissio-n fragments. Also, ·stnce ·many non-



fission products (with 50~A~140) from relativistic heavy ion (RHI) 

Wl• th 1 9 7A d 2 3 
IL h . i 1 h f . . f 5 9 u an u ave ranges s1m ar to t e 1ss1on ragments,' the er-

rors involved in our procedure should also be acceptable. The lightest frag

ments ( A~50) from RHI reactions have ranges 5 ,8.9 ~in matter that exceed fi s

sion fragment ranges by factors of up to 4 or 5. No attempt was made to 

correct for this difference between the light fragments and the fission frag

ments. The problem of how to evaluate the absorption and scattering of the 

heavy fragments (A~140) produced in RHI reactions is more serious. For exam

ple, fragments with A>165 produced in these reaction$_ are estimated to have 
5 '

8 
' 9 · th i 1 f 2 I 2 

• h i . fi ranges _ 1n e target mater a o- ~ mg em , mean1ng t at a s gn1 cant 

number of fragments with 1 arge recoil angles were stopped in the target. 

Therefore, while it was possible to measure angular distributions for such 

fragments, the fission fragment calibration procedures are grossly inadequate 

for such fragments. We will only consider the angular distributions of frag

ments with A<150 whose ranges in matter are at 1 east twice the target thick-

ness. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The measured fragment angular distributions for reaction of 3.:0 GeV 12 C 

with ~ 97 Au and 238 U and the reaction of 12.0 :GeV Lt with 197;Au and 
238

U -are 

shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5_, respectively, and are a'lso tabulated i:n T.ables 

l,II,lii and JV. The uncertainties tn do/d n:(8) f.n these flgures .and tabl-e_s 

only .ref1 ect the uncertainties due to counting statist1cs and do not reflect 

any -evaluation -of systemattc ,erro.r.s.. !.Oecspite the ·measur.es used to overcome 

the problems -of low beam intensity., -an ·-ap:p:reti.abte ~urn:e.rta·i'nty ~ts ;,p-r;e:sent tn 

.. some ·of the data.. -Nonetheless, there are many lnte·resting qualitativ·e t·rend·s 

appa.r.ent f:n the results.. In general ,on·e ;ob·sen~~·s ·roug:tily ·isn'tro:pi:c ::a-n:gutar 
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distributions for neutron-rich fragments generally considered to be 238 U fis

sion products, such as 9Zr, 99 Mo and· 133I (Figures 3 and 5 ) , in good agree

ment with previous detenninations 13', 14,15 that the RHI-induced fission of 

238U which leads to the formation of neutron-rich fission products is a low · 

excitation energy process resulting from peripheral collisions with low momen

tum transfer. In the case of 238 U, the fragments other than neutron-rich 

fission products show forward-peaked distributions with the greatest degree of 

forward-peaking being observed in the 149Gd angular distribution. This is in 

qualitative agreement with the trends of F/8 ratios & observed for the reac

tion of 4.8 GeV 12C with 238 U. For the interactions of RHI' s with 197Au, all 

the observed distributions are forward-peaked with a large degree of forward 

peaking observed for fragments with 145'A~155, in agreement with general 

trends previously observed 9 in the F /8 ratios for interactions of RHI 's with 

197Au. 

It is interesting to compare the fragment angular distdbutions measured 

in this work with similar data for the interaction of high energy protons with 

238U. Fortney and Porile16 ~ave measured the angular distribution of 48Sc frag

ments in the interactions of 3.0 .and lL5 GeV .proton.s with 238 U. They have 

observed a dramatic change with increasing proton energy in the character of 

the 48 Sc angular distributions with the distribution drifti:ng from a forward

peaked di stribut:ion in the 3 .• 0 GeV ,p + 238tJ .reaction to a sidewise pe.aked 

di stri.bution in the 11.5 GeV ;p + ~238;u 'reaction.. iA representati·on of these 

results is shown in F'fgur.es 3a and Sa., along ~ith the dts'tri'butions :obtained 
43 in this .wor.k for K. Althoug·h the uncerta·tnties ·in the ,angular di:s·tribution'S 

from the RHI reactions ;a.re 1a~ge, the·re i:s :n·o evidence 'f.or ·thi's tra·n:sition in 

ou.r measurements. 

'I 



One important reason for directly measuring the fission fragment angular 

distributions is to study the reaction kinematics in a model-independent way, 

unlike the use of the thick target-thick catcher recoil technique whose 

results are dependent upon the validity of the two step vector 

model~l,lS,lg,20 In Fig. 3, we compare, for selected fragments, the.a~gular dis-

tributions measured in thh work with those deduced from a two step vector 

model analysis of thick target-thick catcher recoil data 
21 

for the reaction of 

3.0 GeV 1 ~ with 238U. 

In these calculations of the fragment angular distributions, the values 

of the longitudinal component of the momentum imparted to the target fragment 

in the first step of the reaction, ~I , for the fragment precursors as deduced 

in the two step vector model 
20 

analysis of thick target-thick catcher recoil 

data 
21 

were added vectorially to a series of isotropic momentum kicks 

corresponding to the momentum <P> given to the fragment during its de

excitation. <P> was chosen in accord with the results of the two step vector 

model analysis. No attempt was made to 11 Smear out'' the results of the calcu

lation to simulate the effects of the finite angular resolution in the ex-peri

men tal data • For the one 1 1-g·ht ,nud -ide., 4 3 K, :a·nd the typi ca 1 fi ·s;s i··o·n ~product 

nuclides, the agreement between the mea.sur.ed and .predicted angular distribu

tions ·seems a·cce:ptab~e, 'especially i.n v.few of the finite .an_gula-r resolut1-on \in 

·the expe·rimental .:measuremen-ts. ·rhi-s agreement ls con·s1stent ·:with 'the :con~i'n

ued .use of this 'simple -model to deduce tcr,ude 'info·nnati•on .about .-avera-ge .'fr.a-g

:ment ::manenta ·a:nd energte:s .fo·r ta~r:get (fr.:agment'atlon :rea-cti.ons l:n ~this energy 

regio.nll ·al tho·ugh ·-mare :S01Jhis·tlft:ated rex.perlments-~2 ~:bave ·;,r,(l:kated .that some 

•cla·sses ,o'f .events tn .reactio.ns -wit-h :simU•ar ·;prolectil<e ·and --target·s :are ''fiOt 
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It is of further interest to compare the simple single fragment angular 

distributions measured in this work with current theoretical models of 

nucleus-nucleus collisions. 155 
In Fig.4, we compare the measured Dy angular 

distribution with that predicted for the A=155 fragments by the intranuclear 

cascade model of Yariv and Fraenkel 
3 

and a simple fragment de-excitation 

model for the reaction of 12.0 GeV ·12C with 197Au. In the calculation of the 

final fragment angular distributions, the momentum-angle distributions of the 

A=155 fragment precursors were calculated using the intranuclear cascade model 

and these distributions were "smeared out .. by vectorially adding to them a 

series of isotropic momentum kicks corresponding to the momentum <P> given to 

the fragment in its de-excitation. The values of <P> were chosen from the 

analysis of 4.8 GeV 12C + 197Au recoil data ""9 assuming that <P·> h relatively 

insensitive to changes in projectile energy. We assumed that each evaporated 

nucleon removed -10 MeV from the precursor in deciding which precursor frag

ments contributed to the yi e 1 d of the A=155 fi na 1 fra.gments. 

Upon examining Fig.4, one concludes that the intranuclear cascade model 

grossly underestimates the target fragment anisotropy in the interaction of 

12 .0 GeV 12C with 19 7 Au. This 1 s f·nteresting :because f t bas been shown ·previ-

ously 5 that the .same model overestimates the fr.agment anisotropy 1 n the in-

teract:fon .of 4.8 lieV 1 2c with 2380. Thus it might appear that the intranu-

clear ca·scad-e model .giv~s the w.rong energy -dependence -of the ta:rget fragment 

;a.nl'sotropy i'n ~relativisti-c 'nucleus-·nucleus coll i:sions. ln fact, thi:s ·model 

l)redi:ct·s that the .A=155 f·ragm.ents should ;be :p.ref.erenti ally emitted backwards 

{i.n the ·laborato·r_y .;systenn in the reacti:on ~of :25.2 GeV 
1 2 

C with 
19 7

Au, a ·pred-
9 

iction not ·born ~out ·by obs,ervation. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

What new things have we learned as the result of these studies? They 

are: 

1. It is possible, albeit marginal, to measure target fragment angular 

distributions in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. To obtain a suffi

cient improvement in the quality of the experimental data (better angular 

resolution, thinner targets, less uncertainty) to allow detailed comparisons 

with similar data from proton-nucleus collisions will require 2-3 orders of 

·magnitude more intense beams. 

2. The magnitude of the fragment anisotropies and the variation of this 

anisotropy with fragment mass number is in general agreement with that which 

one would deduce from a two step vector model treatment of thick target-thick 

catcher recoil data. While. more sophisticated experiments may offer more in

sight into the validity of this model, there is nothing in the angular distri

bution data that would indicate that use of this crude model to deduce average 

fragment energies and momenta and their trends in relativistic nucleus-nucleus 

.,collisions wi.ll lead to ,er.r.o.ne.ous .c.onctusi.o.ns .• 

. 3. l':he com:pariso·n be'twe·en ·the 'tneasured an:gula·.r distributions and those 

.calculated .using the intranuclear cascade model '( with a -simple de-excitation 

.~model) Lrev:ealed ;.that 'the ~mode1 falls :to :rep.roduce the :experimental dependence 

,o~f ;fragment at:t"i!sotr.opy ::upon :,:projectile :energy"' ln the higher ;projectile ener

::91 ,reacth;m :sampled 'f.n ~thts ··work., the ·model <.underestltnated the heavy fragment 

·:ani.sotr.opy, ··WhHe 'l)revJ!O:us ~'s·tud·j·e:s at lowe·r ·p:rojectil e -energ:fes .showed the 

1nol1e1 ''to overes'ti:mat·e ~:the. ~-heavy ·fragment :an·i ·s·otropy. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of target assembly showing use of seventeen iden

tical target - conical catcher foil assemblies. XBL 8110-1479. 

Figure 2. Target fragment angular distributions from the reaction of 

3.0 GeV 1 ~ + 197Au. XBL 8110-1480. 

Figure 3. TArget fragment angular distributions from the reaction of 

3.0 GeV 12C + 238 U. The dashed curves are the results of computations 

using the two step vector model. The .. 8Sc angular distribution {solid 

curve) from the .reaction of 3.0 GeV p with 238U (Ref. 16) is shown 

for comparison with the .. 3 K. XBL 8110-1481. 

Figure 4. Target fragment angular distributions from the reaction of 
.. 

12.0 GeV l 2C + 197Au. The dashed curve is the result of calculations 

using the intranuclear cascade model. XBL 8110-1482. 

Figure 5. Target fragment angular distributions from the reaction of 

12.0 GeV .12C + 238 U. The .. 8Sc angular distribution (solid curve) from 

the reaction of 11.5 GeV p with 238U {Ref. 16) is shown for comparison 

with the .. 3K distribution. XBL 8110-1483. 
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TABLE I 

Target Fragment Angular Distributions from the Reaction of 3o0 GeV 1 2C with 
1s1Au 

dcr (e) 
dO (arbitrary units) 

<8 > 
LAB 

Nuclide 23° 33° 44° 74° 

eszr 2o25±0o27 lo3l±Oo09 1.06±0o05 1.±0o04 

soNb 2o49±0ol8 1. 77±0o09 1 ~55±00·05 l.·±Oo03 

s?Ru 3ol3±0o20 1.53±00 13 2o08±0o06 lo±Oo05 

1 2 3 I 4o04±0ol6 2o27±0o07 2.24±0o03 lo±Oo02 

14sEu 6o26±0o37 50 19±0 0 26 3o 19±0 015 1 o±Oo07 

149Gd 6o 17±0 0 21 4o06±0o 11 3o48±0o05 1.±0005 

1s 2Tb 4o28±0o31 3o68±0ol6 2o80±0o08 lo±Oo05 

155Dy 7o00±0o28 5o82±0ol9 4o14±0o09 lo±Oo05 

'~ 
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TABLE II 

Target Fragment Angular Distributions for the Reaction of 3.0 GeV with 238U 

dcr {a) 
dn {arbitrary units) 

<8 > 
LAB-

Nuclide 2:f 33° 44° 74° 

43K 1. 15.±0. 11 0.94j:0.05 1.08~0.03 1.±.0.03 

7 2As 1.13±0.20 0.89±0.09 1.01±0.08 1.±0 .09 

s9zr 0.80±0.17 0.66±0.07 0.77±0.05 1.±0.05 

97zr 0.84±0.10 0.80±0.04 0.96±0.03 1.±0.04 

99Mo 1 .05±0 .02 0.88±0.01 1.04±0.01 1.±0.01 

133J 1. 13±0. 12 0.89±0.01 1.04±0.04 1.±0.05 

H 9Gd 2.34±0.28 1. 73±0.13 1.68±0.07 1.±0.08 
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TABLE III 

Target Fragment Angular Distributions for the Reaction of 12.0 GeV 12C with 
19 1Au 

dcr {e) 
dO {arbitrary units) 

<6LAB> 

Nuclide 2:f 3:f 44° 74° 

e9zr 2. 78±0. 72 2.78±0.50 0.67±0.17 1.±0.22 

goNb 3.21±0.50 3.03±0.35 1. 54±0. 15 1 .±0. 14 

97Ru 2.15±0.53 l. 29±0. 21 1. 26±0. 11 1.±0.13 

11tsEu 4.29±1.14 2.29±0.43 1.14±0.29 1.±0. 14 

149Gd 9.33±1.58 3.00±0.58 1.67±0.25 1.±0. 33 

lSSDy 9.60±2.26 5.15±0.58 2.77±0.31 1.±0.27 
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TABLE IV 

Target Fragment Angular Distributions for the Reaction of 12.0 GeV 1 2t with 
23su 

Nuclide 23° 

43K 1. 97±0. 31 

7 2As "2.80±0.78 

97zr 1.86±0.30 

ggMo 1. 12±0. 12 

1331 1.16±0.27 

I49Gd 5.67±1.56 

~~ (e)(arbitrary units) 

<8 > 
LAB 

33° 

0.85±0.13 

0. 71±0.16 

0.81±0.14 

0.96±0.05 

0.68±0.14 

4.78±1.22 

44° 

1.02±0.07 

·0. 75±0.14 

1.18±0.09 

1.15±0.03 

0.61±0.08 

1.22±0.22 

74° 

1 .±0. 10 

1.±0. 16 

1.±0 .10 

1.±0.02 

1.±0.13 

1.±0.33 
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Figure 2 
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